CPU-101 on Slider

Wall Mount Track with Security Stoppers on both Sides

AFCZ5-66 VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holder on Slider

8"W x 10"D Phone Platform on AFCZ5-66 Arm on Slider

Foldable Keyboard Tray w/Retractable Mouse Tray - KB82 on AFCZ5-66 Arm on Slider

Printer Shelf 18"Wx21"D on the 13" Slider

72"

ISOMETRIC VIEW

Wall Mount

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

FRACTIONAL ±0.064
2 PLC. DEC. ±0.051
3 PLC. DEC. ±0.001

ENG:
MFG:
QA:

USED ON:

PATH:

SCALE: ~1" = 1'-0"

NUMBER: WM72_C1_FZ_ShZ_KB82Z_ShP_01

REV: A